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The AKC Concert & Its Impacts
Dear AKC supporters,
 
Adding to the recent news of event that AKC committee has organized which was “The AKC Kids & Community Youth 
Concert” to celebrate the 63rd International Children Day and Cambodian Children Day, 01 June 2012, under the subject 
of “All for Children and Education”.
 
The night has been the perfect, significant, and most meaningful 
night for the Samrong community with a population approximately 
2,600.00 people, and the surrounding communities. The show not 
only to entertain the communities with the perfect, brave and talented 
performance of the kids aged ranging from eight to fifteen years 
old, but it gave them also a lot of experiences and knowledges to how 
much the importance of children development and human 
development through the education sector are. Furthermore, through 
the educational spots performed by the motivated and talented 
community youth as well as the speeches of the presided 
community authority officers, plus the talk of the M.C., the community 
really understand how important is the education especially English 
language in their social environment where they are being resided, on 
the booming tourist city of Siem Reap where it is famous for 
UNESCO listed Angkor temples. Thanks to all the support and the donations, and the most grateful to Ms Kirsten 
Colquhoun & Mr Gavin Cunningham, a Scottish couple, and Mr Stefan Habermeier & Ms Lani Phen, a German 
couple and the founder of Help4Cambodia, for sponsoring to make this event happen.
 

As a result, surprisingly, after the show the kids flooding the center 
of Angkor Kids Center (AKC)! The ones already have basic knowledge 
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of English have been orally tested and sent to the  four existing 
classes. Whereas, the new kids who have never touched the English 
before have been placed in a new class sitting direct to the ground 
floor, opened under a house of a family near the previous classes. 
This class are full of kids with the age between five to eight years old; 
some of them come themselves with the assistance of the families, 
while some others are encouraged by the families to come. Some kids 
told the AKC team that they come here because there are a lot of 
activities to do at AKC, and they want to do the same as their friends; 
some other said they hear their friend speak English and they want to 
speak this language too. While the older aged children said, I just 
learned what AKC can offered them with what the are looking for 
during the concert, and AKC look so professional. Furthermore, the 
families told AKC that they want their children to be 

educated, as AKC not only offer the English but a lot more programs, and they really see how important English is to the 
present living.
 
It is nonsense to say no to anyone even the flow is too tight, so far we have five classes with one hundred sixty-eight 
up to this released date, 18 June 2012, and estimated that we have to open a new class after the new school building 
funded by Cambridge-Hong Kong Operation for International Children is properly inaugurated. AKC team is studying to 
get the specific data of the class stationeries to supply the center and the studying stuff for the kids whose parents or 
guardians have signed with AKC internal policy to coordinate with AKC committee to control the students.
 
Since, we have a lot of work to do within this term, we are so 
worried about the fund to cover such a big amount, as most of 
the money that we get now has been spent out, and going 
to spend on the Human resource development, and infrastructure 
development, for instance, the donation that we got from Ms Nele 
Nopper, a German traveler, Mr Soichi Ogata, a Japanese traveler 
and Mr Maurice RiséFrisé, a Swiss traveler during the concert will be 
going to spend on the English native speaking teaching classes for the 6 
teachers in town; and a great donation that we get from Ms Kirsten 
Colquhoun during her participation with 5 personrelays_2012 
Cape Wrath Challenge_19 May 12 will be going to the 
infrastructure development, the details to specify later. 
With this sense, AKC is strongly rely on your foundation and private donation to support this fundamental English classes to be alive, 
since you know that AKC projects are living only on your nation, and the support from the tour service friendlier support tour 
service providers team, choose your exclusive mode of touring in Cambodia with the AKC support tour service suppliers (car, multi-
lingual guides...) with direct help the unprivileged communities through the projects implementation of Angkor Kids Center!
 
Interested in helping and sharing with us, please contact us at any time, your expense to half a meal will be worth us to buy two or 
three set of class materials for our students!
 
Thanks for your time and consideration through message, sharing and spreading out the project we are doing is a big part to help us 
develop ourselves. 
 
All the best wishes, and regards,
 
Samnang Chhon,
Project Manager,
 
Mobile: +855 (0) 77 848 949,
E-mail: samnang.chh77@gmail.com,
Spye: samnang.chh,
www.angkorkidscenter.webs.com 
Living just to eat is the nature of normal creatures; an additional creation of good things is a real man!!
Follow us on Facebook
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